
PEEL
NEW

Bring Back
Away Old

This product is a clear, pleasantly scented liquid for use where spray buffing is required for 
routine maintenance. Because this material is clear, it will not yellow or stain any floor. 
Spray misting reduces the necessity of frequent mopping, stripping and refinishing. After 
spray misting, floors are left with a bright, wet look gloss and the area, with a fresh, clean 
scent.

Distributed by:
Apple Products Inc.
P. O. Box 16247  Atlanta, GA 30321

www.applechemicals.net

Shine Saver
Spray Buff

This product is designed to be used as is or it can be diluted with an equal part of water. 
Fill spray container with material and adjust nozzle to finest setting. 
Position a polishing or spray-buff pad beneath machine brush or holder. For best results 
work an area about 4' x 4' at a time. Continue to work one small area at a time until entire 
floor has been covered. If pad becomes too soiled, as evidenced by grabbing tendency, 
turn pad over and continue. Sweep any residue remaining on floors after spray buffing.
Spray or mop on Spray Buff.
 — Use with any speed buffer
 — Pleasantly scented
 — For use on all floor finishes
 — Removes heel marks
 — Leaves wet look  
SPRAY METHOD: Mist a small amount over an area 4 feet square. Buff with any speed 
buffer until desired shine is achieved.
MOP METHOD: Dilute with equal part water. Damp mop and let dry. Then buff the floor 
with any speed buffer. Either of these methods will produce dazzling results.
*FLOORS SHOULD BE DONE IN SMALL INCREMENTS, SO OPERATOR CAN WORK WHILE 
STANDING IN A DRY AREA.                 

Keep out of reach of children. It is recommended that protective gloves and safety glasses 
be worn when using this product. 

Refer to S.D.S. for additional safety information.

Dilutable

Spray or mop on

Use with any speed buffer

Compatible with  all finishes

Removes heel marks

Revives “wetlook”

SPRAY BUFF & RESTORERSpecific Gravity: 1.0

pH: 8.5

Odor: Baby Powder

Appearance: Pink

Typical Properties

Core Facts
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